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Abstract

The paper proposes an original method , derived from basic face recognition
and classification research, which is a good candidate for an effective automotive
application. The proposed approach exploits a single b/w camera, positioned
in front of the driver, and a very efficient classification strategy, based on neural
network classifiers.

A peculiarity of the work is the adoption of iconic data reduction, avoiding
specific and time-consuming feature-based approaches. Though at an initial de-
velopment stage, the method proved to be fast and robust compared to state
of the art techniques; experimental results show real-time response and mean
weighted accuracy near to 92%. The method requires a simple training proce-
dure which can be certainly improved for real applications; moreover it can be
easily integrated with techniques for automatic face-recognition of the driver.

Keywords
Automotive safety, Computer vision, Visual attention, Pattern classification, Neural

networks.

1 INTRODUCTION

The effect of fatigue on driving performance has been widely studied from physiologists
and transportation experts. Fatigue has been proved to be a main cause of road
accidents and pushed automotive corporations, since late 90s, toward the development
of on-board intelligent safety systems, useful to evaluate in real time the driver’s state
of vigilance [1].

Available studies [2] identify inattention (a single term including distraction and
fatigue effects) as the primary cause of crashes. At least 25% of road accidents in
Europe is estimated to be directly related to a low attention state of the driver; one
half of these events is attributed to distraction, resulting in more than 200.000 injured
people per year.

This complex picture is attracting the interest of the scientific community. In
particular, in comparison to other approaches, dated and rather intrusive, computer
vision techniques have been considered suitable to detect changes in the facial features
which characterize behaviors of inattentive people. Typically, persons with reduced
alertness due to fatigue show longer blink duration, slow eyelid movement, small de-
gree of eye opening , frequent nodding, yawning and drooping posture [3]. In case of
distraction, common situations include wrong gaze direction and persistent rotation
of the head.

The design of a fully automated safety system based on computer vision can benefit
of a number of robust tools, coming from basic image analysis and related fields like
biometrics; in fact, for a long time research on face recognition has been focusing on
the detection and processing of specific facial features [4]. However, the application
on a moving vehicle presents new challenges like changing backgrounds and variable
lighting. Moreover, a useful system should guarantee real time performance and quick
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adaptability to a variable set of users and to natural movements performed during
driving.

This paper proposes an original method , derived from basic face recognition
and classification research, which is a credible candidate for an effective automotive
application. Using a single frontal camera, the approach allows the detection of the
driver and the simple classification of each frame in two states (attentive, inattentive)
based on a pre-learned scheme. The method is simple and robust compared to state
of the art techniques; moreover it is fast and requires a very simple training procedure.

Following sections are organized as follows: section 2 discusses previous work while
section 3 details the proposed methodology. Experimental results are described and
discussed in section 4. Finally section 5 draws some conclusions and analyses possible
improvements.

2 PREVIOUS WORK

Several computer vision techniques have been proposed to detect driver inattention
[5,6]. A common processing scheme, well discussed in [7,8] includes the following steps:

• face localization;

• localization of facial features (e.g. eyes or mouth);

• estimation of specific cues related to fatigue or distraction;

• fusion of cues in order to determine the global attention level.

Very often the localization step is accompanied by a tracking process; this strategy in
normal conditions guarantees a drastic increase of performance.

Concerning face localization, very robust techniques have been developed in late 90s
based on neural networks [9,10]. In 2004 Viola and Jones [11] proposed a new algo-
rithm based on integral images and robust classification that achieves very good results
and guarantees high performance. Both these approaches belong to the image-based
subclass of the face detection techniques. More recently also feature-base approaches
demonstrated a reasonable level of efficiency. In particular Particle Swarm Opti-
mization [12] has been proposed for locating and tracking a limited number on facial
landmarks.

Concerning facial features, researchers are mainly focusing on eyes and mouth.
Work on feature detection is generally based on classification [4]; in particular Gabor
and SVM techniques have been successfully proposed [7]. In order to work under
low light conditions, researchers proposed the use of infrared illuminators, exploiting
high reflection of the pupils [5]; as noted in [13], however, IR based approaches show
malfunctions during daytime and require the installation of additional hardware.

Head rotation can be estimated by applying both 2D and 3D approaches [11];
generally, 3D approaches are more robust but require multiple cameras and quite
expensive registration techniques.
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Most of the literature work defines the PERCLOS as the main cue for the estima-
tion of driver’s fatigue. PERCLOS is a measure of the time percentage during which
eyes remain closed 80% or more; in order to compute this cue, evyer image frame is
usually classified into two classes (closed eyes or open eyes). k-NN techniques, SVMs
and Bayes approaches have been successfully applied to this purpose [7].

Concerning the adoption and the fusion of different cues, certainly the head pose
represents the most interesting issue [8]; recent works also introduce eye blinking
detection [13], slouching frequency and postural adjustment. In [14] eye-mouth oc-
clusion and 3D gaze are detected and used separately; fusion based on fuzzy rules is
described by [9] showing some limited increase of performance.

The main contribution of this paper is the demonstration that the adoption of
complex cues, and the following fusion of these cues, can be efficiently replaced by
generalizing the concept of “inattentive driver”. This iconic generalization, derived
by processing and classifying off-line a significant number of real sequences, produces,
as in the Viola Jones face detector, a pre-learned pattern that can be usefully exploited
for on-line processing, achieving high levels of accuracy and real time performance.

3 THE ATTENTION MODEL

To the aim of this work, we define as “inattentive driver” a subject showing distraction,
fatigue effects or both. The automatic system is therefore expected to detect situations
like closed eyes, nodding and rotation of the head.

In order to guarantee fast processing of the video sequences, the attention model
is based on the three step procedure depicted in figure 1:

1. Regions of interest are first extracted by applying the Viola Jones face detector;

2. a Sanger neural network is used to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space;

3. a feed forward neural network classifier decides about the attentive/inattentive
state of the driver.

Viola Jones face detector [11] relies on the use of simple Haar-like features. It generates
a large set of features and uses the AdaBoost algorithm to reduce the over-complete
set. The detector is applied to gray-scale images, producing a set of scaled windows
containing face-candidates.

The second and the third steps use feed-forward back-propagation neural networks
[15]. The minimal unit of a neural network is an artificial neuron, constituted by a sum
module of his input and a following filter (i.e. a transfer function as a sigmoid). The
neurons are organized in layers; neurons belonging to a given layer can be connected
only to neurons belonging to preceding and subsequent layers. In the training phase,
weights corresponding to neural connections are set: for a supervised system, the
network is trained by using samples of known classes whilst for unsupervised systems
the training is based on the minimization of a generic function of the data and the
network’s output.
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Figure 1: In the block diagram the input frame is first processed by the Viola-Jones
algorithm; the resulting region of interest (ROI) is coded trough an Sanger neural
network into a vector of 16 components. Finally, a feed forward neural network decides
about the attention state of the driver.

A Sanger neural network [16] is a simple three-layer feed forward unsupervised
neural network (with linear transfer function in the hidden neurons) which develops an
internal representation corresponding to the principal components analysis of the full
input data set. The network has three layers: input and output layers have the same
dimension of the input patterns while the dimension of the hidden layer (corresponding
to the number of the principal components) is determined during the training phase.
The network is trained as an auto-encoder [15], in such a way to reproduce at the
output the input data.

The feed forward neural network used for the third step is composed of 16 input
neurons and 3 output neurons; note that the output neurons correspond to the three
attention states considered in this work (attentive, inattentive-fatigued, inattentive-
distracted). As discussed in the next section, the network is trained trough a back
propagation algorithm on a training set and tested on a validation set to determine
the optimal number of neurons in the hidden layer.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Data collection

In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed approach, a wi-fi pinhole camera has
been installed in a car, as shown in figure 2. This camera allows the recording of
several minutes of video during typical driving situations.

We collected data from 6 acquisition sessions of the same driver in different mo-
ments of the day and various conditions of ambient light. The user was driving both
wearing glasses or not, without caring about the position of the seat and of the camera.
Each session consists of 3 minutes of video recording, manually classified as follows :

- about one minute of normal driver behavior: the driver looks at the road straight-
away or to rear view mirrors;

- about one minute of simulated fatigue effects: the driver closes the eyes and
simulates nodding .

- about one minute of distracted behaviour; the driver looks up, down or laterally.
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Figure 2: The wi-fi camera set.

As detailed in the previous section, the proposed system is composed of three
processing blocks , fig. 1.

In the first block each video frame (a 640x480 pixels gray image, see figure 3) is
passed to the Viola-Jones detector. The resulting region of interest is cropped around
the center of the region, giving rise to a small frame of fixed dimension (280x280 pixels).
If the detected ROI is smaller then 280x280 pixels, remaining pixels are set to zero.
Some samples of extracted ROIs are shown in figure 4.

In the second processing block, the Sanger neural network takes in input the
extracted ROIs and computes a small feature vector.

Starting from a typical number of principal components (12) used in eigen-faces
detection [17] and using a small number of training frames (36 frames, representative
of different positions of the head and different levels of attention) we found the best
configuration for 16 principal component. Once fixed the weights of the hidden Sanger
layer, data reduction can be easily obtained by projecting each ROI in the final feature
space (i.e. by product of the Sanger weight vector for the row data frames). It
is worth noting that this operation is very fast, giving as a result a very compact
representation of each ROI.

For the third processing step, the definition of the number of neurons in the hid-
den layer has been obtained by repeating the training and test procedure for various
configurations. We found optimal results for a hidden layer composed of 9 neurons.
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Figure 3: Example of a single frame extracted from the b/w mpeg2 video acquired by
the wi-fi camera.

Figure 4: Some samples of 280x280 pixels ROIs extracted by the Viola-Jones detector.
From the top left: two normal attention states, two inattentive states due to fatigue
and three inattentive states due to distraction.
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Table 1 . Classes distribution in the sets

Class Train Validation Test
0-Attentive 817 821 8580
1-Inattentive- fatigued 917 909 9752
2-Inattentive- distracted 211 215 2136
Total 1945 1945 20468

Table 2. Results and accuracy mean weighted on the sets after the feed
forward back propagation network FF-Bp

Class Validation set Test set
0-Attentive 95.52% 93.28%
1-Inattentive- fatigued 89.11% 88.02%
2-Inattentive- distracted 71.63% 74.72%
Acc. Mean weigh. 89.46% 88.84%

4.2 Database

The experimental database has been prepared starting from the available 6 sessions, for
a total of 18 minutes of video and 29211 ROI frames. In order to guarantee performance
and data reduction, all the ROIs have been coded in the Sanger feature space, as
described above.

It is well known in the pattern recognition community that a crucial step in the
experimental phase concerns the identification of three different sets of data (training
set, validation set and test set). In fact, a good random distribution of the samples in
these data sets guarantees a correct measure of the system performance, compensating
for possible biases. To this aim, we used all the dataset of 29211 Sanger vectors to
train a Self Organizing Map [18] having 16 input and 4x4 neurons in the Kohonen
layer. This unsupervised neural network provide an equilibrate mapping of the dataset
for the random sampling.

Table 1 shows the overall distribution of the resulting data sets. Note that the
number of samples of the class 2 is not comparable to that of class 0 and 1 due to well
known limitations of the Viola Jones algorithm (if the rotation of the head is significant
the VJ algorithm does not return a ROI) [7].

4.3 Results

The training and the validation sets are used for the configuration phase of the feed
forward network. Table 2 outlines the results obtained applying this classifier to the
validation and test sets.
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Table 3. Results in terms of normal situation or alarm on the sets after
the feed forward back propagation network FF-Bp

FF-Bp 16-9-3 Validation set Test set
Normal 95.52% 93.28%
Alarm 91.19% 90.97%
Acc. Mean weighted 92.60% 91.94%

If we express these results in terms of normal driving situations (attentive driver)
or alarm situations (inattentive driver) the mean weighted accuracy raises up to 92%
(table 3).

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The automatic system presented in this paper performs very well in the detection
of the attention state of a single driver, in different environmental conditions. The
outlined procedure does not use deterministic algorithms, nor specific feature-based
approaches. Instead, a trainable iconic approach, based on neural network classifiers,
is proposed. This method has several interesting characteristics:

it allows for a simple generalization of the attention states: additional states can
be easily introduced and learned from a relatively small training set;

it allows for simple and straightforward improvement of the performance by adding
new training samples.

It guarantees fast response; after the first training of the system, the global pro-
cessing time is essentially the the time required for the Viola-Jones ROIs detector;
simple vector algebra (Sanger coding and FF-Bp classification) cannot add significant
extra time.

Concerning weak points, it is worth noting that an initial training of the system is
so far required for each new user; this procedure requires about 3 minutes of training,
which is an acceptable duration, but also requires an active cooperation of the new
user, who must simulate both attentive and inattentive states. Current research is
devoted to the simplification of this first training phase, making use of general models,
totally independent from the single user, and a minimal training procedure of about 5
seconds . The approach is also suitable for the introduction in the vehicle of a face
recognition based security system. In fact the same minimal training procedure can
be easily used to code and then recognize the driver without errors from a small set of
enabled users.
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